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A screenshot/Sang Moon designer who previously worked with the NSA has created legible fonts that he claims cannot be detected using optical character recognition software, Kyle VanHemert of Wired reports. It's like those boxes where you prove that you are not a robot but used to communicate with other people.
Sang Moon, who worked with the U.S. Signals Intelligence Service during his time in the Korean military, said he was inspired by Google's attempt to extract almost all the data that comes its way. Hearing about Google Glass - 24/7 the ubiquitous panopticon - Google Glasses app and its new search engine image, and
the rigorous process of Google scanning every existing book ... All of these software algorithms are programmed to extract every bit of information from all kinds of input, Moon told Wired.The font, dubbed XX, exploits weakness in message printing recognition software that cannot be electronically disassembled. Moon
also claims that a message using a combination of four available fonts can be used to suppress the camera by peering over your shoulder. After a year spent researching and creating, Moon released the type as a free download in 2012. Check it out: Moon notes that the project is more of a provocation than a real
security measure. However, the creation of a caller typeface is justified. This week, a federal judge ruled that Google may have violated federal and California laws on wiretapping Of Gmail messages for computer scanning to create user profiles and provide targeted advertising. The NSA also uses computers to search
for data to identify keywords or other selectors, keeping matches so human analysts can examine them. LEGEND OF THE NSA-turned-whistleblower William Binney claims that the spy agency began using one of the programs it built, known as ThinThread, to map Americans' electronic activities to collect all the
attributes that anyone has and build a real-time profile based on that data. Given the automatic analysis of human-generated data, fonts such as XX may soon find their place in the digital world. As VanHemert notes: When you think of this kind of future, finding those vanishingly small edge cases where human ingenuity
can derail machine intelligence becomes increasingly important. (h/t Dish) ★ ★ ★ No. 15.07.2013 Free download NOXX - A collection of special font designs that will make it difficult for tracking companies to decrypt written documents or social media posts ★ ★ ★ ★ th thxxx: a messed up font that won't protect you from
the NSA is one terrorism death a year is really too high a price to pay for freedom Observation? ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 24.06.2013 Sang Moon, a former contractor of the US National Security Agency (NSA), hopes that his font XX will hit internet freedom - making it ... ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Android. Mac. Enter for search. ... Fonts; The
SKS; SKS Free. Free San Moon Windows Version 1.0 Full Specs. ... Please send your feedback to XS. 1. ★ ★ th - What font fonts installed by default on Android devices? I know about Droid and Roboto fonts, but what about basic web fonts such as Arial, Times or Verdana? Are they ... ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 27.06.2013 Sang
Mun developed a font called XX with four font styles that are designed to confuse OCR scanners but are still readable for the human eye. ★ ★ 01.04.2013 Roboto is great. It looks pleasant and is usually the right size for comfort. But, here's how yo can change fonts for Android phones. ★ ★ ★ ★ so I would like to
change android:fontFamily to Android, but I don't see any pre-defined fonts in Android. ... How to change the TextView font in Android. ★ ★ ★ No. 16.04.2017 How to customize Android status bar/notice criminal with any version of Android without root required. Have you ever wanted to change the status of the bar to...
★ ★ ★ No. 26.12.2018 Is a simple application for recording screen and broadcasts. The question: Android: iOS: ... ★ ★ th th th th 20th to use. A family of fonts designed for unreadable text scanning software in 6 styles, Sans, Bold, Camo, False, Noise and Xed (shown). Made available in 2012. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ that makes
the Internet more beautiful, faster and more open with the help of a large typography ★ ★ ★ th x x to use. A family of fonts designed for unreadable text scanning software in 6 styles, Sans, Bold, Camo, False, Noise and Xed (shown). Made free. ★ ★ No. 13.03.2019 Best Font Installer on Android is back! The app is
designed to install beautiful fonts on your phone. You can download and use hundreds of fonts... ★ ★ Android devices come with three default fonts: Droid Sans, Droid Sans Mono and Droid Serif. These fonts are easy to read and work well with Android... ★ ★ th - Tag Archives Font XX. XX. XX: Messed up font that
won't protect you from the NSA. ... Adobe (133) Adobe Flash (84) Android (318) Apple (451) Apple Safari ... ★ ★ - 22.06.2013 Have you seen the new font qXX? This new experiment in obfuscation fonts is the work of San Moon, a recent graduate of the Rhode Island School ... ★ ★ ★ and Reddit gives you the best of
the internet in one place. Get a constantly updated channel of the latest news, funny stories, photos, memes and videos just for you. Passionate... ★ ★ ★ No. 10.01.2013 With the rule of font-face, ... How to use any font you like with CSS3... Currently focusing on developing mobile apps for Android ... ★ ★ ★ No
11.04.2019 Android APK; Linux; News and reviews; ... A font management tool that will be useful to all those who want to organize fonts installed by o. . ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 04.04.2019 Android Custom Fonts - Learn Android programming and how to develop Android mobile phone and iPad apps, starting with the customization
of the environment, the app ... Alpha 3 ISO 639-2 Congress - codes for the presentation of language names. THE CCC is used to declare no linguistic content; It doesn't apply. Free open-type font to open governments. Download and disperse at a convenient time for you ☞ z-x-x.org Download Now Safe Download Full
Specs Category Graphic Design Software Subcategory Fonts Windows Operating System Additional Requirements No File Size 75.69KB File Name qXX.zip Total downloads 1700 Downloads Last week 3 Model Free Limits Free Price Report Problem former contractor with the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA) ,
hopes that its font of xX would strike a blow to the freedom of the Internet, which will make it difficult for the authorities and hackers to spy on our messages. The Korean font developer says he spent a year researching and creating a family of fonts that aim to make it more difficult for computers to read messages, and he
sounds like he has noble intentions: Project XS is my humane contribution and homage to activists, artists and designers who are actively fighting for our civil liberties. But, unfortunately, his project is doomed by a fundamental misunderstanding of how the messages are spied. Whether you're communicating
electronically using San Moon font, Comic Sans or something more traditional, it doesn't matter to anyone who spies electronically on your messages. The messages you send via email, instant messaging, Facebook, and other social networks are from bytes. Each letter of your message is usually represented by one



case. For example, the letter A (regardless of what it may look like in the screen font) is represented by the number 65. B - 66, C - 67. And so on... Computers that can spy on your messages don't see the font as a person, they just see a bunch of numbers that they collect together in symbols and ultimately words,
phrases and sentences. Therefore, it doesn't matter to these computers if the font, for example, masks capital T as the capital G. Where XX can be useful if you send messages as images. In these cases, optical character recognition (OCR) technology may find it difficult to decipher a secret message placed in a JPEG,
GIF or PNG file. However, the security services do not use OCR (at least not in the first place) to spy on communications. Even if they were, you can imagine that if the XX became well known and popular, the likes of the NSA would simply add font knowledge to their arsenal and expand their expert systems to decipher
it from images just as they could handle the likes of Comic Sans, Windings and Times Roman. Frankly, if you're going to make every effort to compile messages in the image editor, why aren't you using sophisticated encryption on your sensitive messages anyway, ensuring that if they fall into the wrong hands can't be
deciphered? This is a good art project by Sang Moon, but I don't think anyone is serious about keeping their conversations private from the authorities, what-be will rush to add it to their portfolio of privacy tools. Found this article interesting? Follow Graham Cluley on Twitter to find out more exclusive content we post.
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